Collection and culture of alveolar bone marrow multipotent mesenchymal stromal cells from older individuals.
In this work, we examined the culture condition of alveolar bone marrow multipotent mesenchymal stromal cells (ABMMSCs), aiming to apply regenerative therapy to older periodontitis patients. To better understand the character of cultured cells from alveolar bone marrow, the expression profiles of well-known genes and their responses to the induction of osteogenic, chondrogenic, or adipogenic differentiation were examined. Using alpha MEM-based culture, ABMMSCs could be obtained from older individuals than in previous reports. Interestingly, ABMMSCs expressing Klf4 were able to differentiate into osteoblasts. The prediction of differentiation potential by Klf4 could be a useful guide for further improvement of the culture conditions required to culture ABMMSCs derived from older individuals.